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In this issue of the Vault we cover different applications for hardware-based security solu-
tions: From protecting the smart grid to protecting identities, the range of topics illustrates 
the ever extending range of smart security products. As predicted in my last editorial, NFC 
has been a very hot topic over the last months and therefore aptly features in this issue with 
the provocative title “Step aside, Smart Cards – NFC is entering the Identifi cation Arena”. 
Well, we at Security-News.tv are very excited about the developments in the fi eld of mobile 
security. Looking at larger scale application, protecting the smart grid has been the topic of 
several Vault articles. In the article by Martin Klimke and Chris Shire of Infi neon Technolo-
gies, we are looking at the very real steps taken by the German government to help protect 
power grids. With an exciting show season coming up, please stay tuned on Security-news.tv 
and Contactless-Intelligence.tv for all the latest news.

Until next time 
 

Veronica Atkins
Security-News.tv
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Editorial

The industry’s bechmark silicon-based security partner platform

Since the year 2000, when Silicon Trust was founded by Infi neon Technologies as a non-profi t membership 
organization, the program has developed to be a key partner platform for companies aiming at stimulating the 
understanding, adoption, use and widespread acceptance of silicon-based security solutions in a broad variety 
of applications including Identifi cation, Telecom and Payment. 

Advisory Board

Partners

Executive Board

UNITED E
a n y t i m e - a n y w h e r e

Introducing the Silicon Trust 
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2011 Silicon Trust  
News Update

Completion of European Research Project “BioPass” 

The handover of the final research report to the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) 
at the end of July marked the completion of the biggest chip card research project in the European Union. The 
research results of the “BioPass” project laid the technical foundations for future electronic ID documents in the EU.

There are estimated to be 380 million ID cards currently in circulation in the 27 EU member states with their 
total population of about 500 million. The technologies developed in the BioPass project will help to replace 
time-consuming and costly paper correspondence between citizens and the state by electronic communication, 

hence reducing the administrative expenditure of states and the EU. They also contribute to raising the security level of future electronic 
ID cards and passports, while accelerating the data transfer between ID document and reader device and simplifying usage of electronic 
services for citizens.

The chip card maker Giesecke & Devrient GmbH (G&D) and chip manufacturers Infineon Technologies AG and NXP Semiconductors 
Germany GmbH (NXP) were three of altogether eleven companies from six EU member states who – as from February 2008 – conducted 
research into the development of high-security chip card technologies in the BioPass project. The German Federal Government attaches 
great importance to IT security and data protection, and therefore the research project received BMBF support.

The research activities encompassed the further development of the security chips and their encryption technologies through to the 
development of the card operating system and security software for the Internet PCs used by citizens and public authorities alike. The 
research partners demonstrated that the data transfer rate between electronic ID document and reader can be increased from 848 kbit/s 
so far to about 6.8 Mbit/s and theoretically could be further increased to up to 12 Mbit/s. The chip card operating system developed by 
G&D proves that the use of future electronic ID documents on the Internet is possible without the need to install additional software 
components on the PC.

A number of European nations – Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, France, Greece, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Switzerland – plan  
the introduction over the next few years of electronic ID cards that conform to international standards and can use technologies devel-
oped in the BioPass project. The handover of the final report at the end of July 2011 marked the completion of the BioPass research project. 

Infineon Security Microcontrollers Enhance Security of Google’s Chromebooks  
for Web-Based Applications

Infineon Technologies AG is shipping Trusted Platform Module (TPM) chips for devices running Google’s Chrome-based 
operating system. A TPM is an integral part of the security architecture of Google Chromebooks and Infineon is the first 
supplier of TPM chips suited for integration onto the newly available operating system for web-based applications. 

Chromebooks are designed to provide a fast, simple and secure experience for people who use computing devices primarily to access the 
Internet and use web-based applications. One key part of the design is called “defense in depth,” which provides multiple levels of protection 
against malware. The security architecture includes hardware-backed features, including functions that are supported by the TPM chip built 
in to every Chromebook. 

“Google recognizes the critical importance of security for people who live on the web and has designed its Chrome OS application 
platforms accordingly,” said Dr. Helmut Gassel, President of the Chip Card & Security Division at Infineon Technologies AG. “As more 
users turn to cloud-based solutions to access data and applications, hardware-based security will play a key role in the growth of web-based 
mobile devices. With strong expertise in security systems, Infineon is well positioned to continue innovation that meets security require-
ments at the best cost-performance ratio across a wide range of devices and business segments.” 

Infineon offers hardware and software products for Trusted Computing in compliance with the specifications published by the Trusted 
Computing Group (TCG). Infineon’s TPM is a fully standard-compliant TPM that has successfully passed the TCG’s certification process and 
achieved the Common Criteria EAL 4+ certification. In addition to the TPM chip, Infineon provides its TPM professional package security 
software offering easy initialization as well as management and application support.

Step aside, smart cards –  
NFC is entering the  
identification arena
By Ayman Ashour, Identive Group

2011 has turned out to be a defining year for Near Field Communication (NFC). Most mobile phone 
manufacturers have announced plans to include NFC functionality in the next generations of their mobile 
phones. With up to 280 million people carrying NFC-enabled phones by 2013, new applications will develop 
rapidly. Credentials such as keys, access cards, tickets, business cards, plastic loyalty cards and payment 
cards could rapidly disappear in favor of a single personal credential on your phone. Does this seem a little 
radical? Well, let’s take a step back first.

 Complexity of managing increased number 
of credentials

Unprecedented levels of movement, migration, travel and inter-
national commerce are the norm for our generation. The phrase 
“global village” may be an annoying oxymoron for some, but it is 
a living reality for the more than one billion people who travel, 
building friendships, connections and business with others across 
the globe. Our need for identification and privileges manage-
ment has exploded in volume and complexity. We carry drivers’ 
licenses to drive and, in the US, for general ID purposes such as 
domestic travel or checking into a hotel. We carry passports to 
travel internationally; we carry health insurance cards for access to 
medical treatment or to obtain medication; we carry frequent flier 
cards, bus passes, library cards, bank debit and credit cards, even 
ski passes and loyalty cards for every tenth coffee. We also carry  
badges or cards to get into our office building, college dorm,  
parking structure, company cafeteria or gym. We sometimes use 
cards or tokens to gain access to a website or to log on to a network; 
we also use a multitude of passwords that we must try and memo-
rize. Passwords are driving us all crazy as we are forced to include 

symbols and characters and to change them every ninety days or so. 
For extra security we are sometimes even forced to use an external 
password generator, provide a fingerprint or allow an eye scan, 
either alone or in a combination with an ID card, fob or PIN. 

There is mounting irritation and confusion as we have to 
deal with so many different ways to prove that we are entitled to 
whatever it is we are trying to access: our money, healthcare, the 
workplace, the ski slope, a private airport lounge, a travel website, 

online banking, a social or company network. We deal with dispa-
rate systems, each with its own key, its own lock. So we walk around 
burdened with numerous keys and cards, trying to remember many 
different passwords with different rules. All of them dedicated 
credentials and methods of ID, used on proprietary systems and 
applications.

The phrase “global village” may be an annoying oxymoron 

for some, but it is a living reality for the more than one  

billion people who travel, building friendships, connections 

and business with others across the globe. 

step aside, smart cards - nFc is entering the identiFication arena
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NFC creates one, simple-to-use system for 
everyone

NFC technology is a revolutionary development that promises to 
provide the convenience of a single, contactless credential for each 
of us – and a lot more – by enabling a highly secure personal creden-
tial to be built into our mobile phones. An NFC-enabled phone such 
as the Google Nexus S or a Nokia N9 incorporates all the functions 
of a secure contactless smart card, comparable in its level of secu-
rity and sophistication to highly secure electronic credentials such 
as electronic passports, credit cards or expensive electronic tickets. 
What makes NFC phones really powerful is the convenience of 
enabling them anywhere, anytime through secure mobile connec-
tions, to act as our personal credential for an endless number  
of possible mobile applications. We can use our NFC-enabled  
smart phones to help us sign on to different websites, networks or 
loyalty programs, thus eliminating the need to remember all those 
multiple passwords. We can download a ski pass to our phone, or 
tap our phone to workout machines to log our fitness routine or 
map our run. 

We can also use our NFC phones as a reader or scanner. Just 
as we use the camera to take photos, we can use the NFC reader 
features in our phone to download data such as merchant coupons 
or restaurant reviews from smart tags or smart posters. We can buy 
and download our Charlie, Oyster, BART, MARTA or other transit 
pass on our NFC-enabled phone and just hop on the bus or subway 
using a machine-to-machine transaction between our mobile device 
and the ticket-issuing machine. We can follow organizations or 

Move towards convergence of credentials

In some areas there has been a strong drive towards converging 
multiple functions onto one card in order to increase security by 
having a single point where credentials can be issued, managed or 
revoked. The U.S. Government, for example, has been engaged in a 
multi-year effort to replace the plethora of cards issued for access to 
physical buildings and the dedicated smart card for network access 
used by employees and contractors with one single credential, 
known as the personal identity verification, or PIV card. Enter-
prises are also beginning to converge their employees’ credentials 
so that both physical sites and computer networks can be accessed 
with the same card. On the technology side, miniaturization has 

made it possible to transfer the security benefits of smart cards to 
RFID cards, creating what is known as a contactless smart card, 
so that user convenience is further enhanced with the ability to 
just touch one’s identity card to a door or computer reader to gain 
entry. While this convergence of physical and IT access control in 
the workplace requires significant upgrades to the various systems 
involved, it also offers the employer the ability to manage different 
types of privileges on one, single smart credential. 

people on Twitter and Facebook or receive RSS feeds by simply 
using our smart phones as readers. NFC also supports more secure 
transactions. In many countries, online banking transactions are 
required by law to use the strong authentication of a one-time pass-
word, or OTP, generated from a card or token issued by a bank. 
NFC-enabled phones, however, can do the trick without the need 
for carrying an additional battery-powered device dedicated to 
reading out an OTP. 

Choice, convenience, cost, security and above all fun and 
simplicity will determine what kind of world we will shape with our 
NFC phones in a new era of electronic consumer empowerment. So 
in this new brave, connected world, we move towards an integrated 
multi-application, multi-use credential and a secure multi-use, 
multi-application reader, both incorporated into our NFC-enabled 
phones; an inevitable move to a more integrated, more connected 
world. 

Finally, as is the case with any new wireless technology, there 
may be lingering concerns about the security of vital data and 
communications. NFC is actually very secure. Because it operates 
only at very close ranges (1 to 4 cm), it is difficult to hack the data 
being transferred using NFC signals. The usual precautions of  

passwords or prompts before launching new applications on a smart 
phone apply with NFC just as they do elsewhere. And NFC-enabled 
phones don’t require activation of GPS or global positioning, or even 
a cellular connection; they require a deliberate use by the consumer 
to read or be read. Therefore privacy concerns are abated as most 
NFC transactions take place within the mobile phone users’ reach. 
NFC offers user-based control over which application we choose 
to read from or write to, and where or to whom we wish to make 
our presence known. The level of security can also be put in the 
user’s hands. Settings can be changed to make a transaction auto-
matic with a touch, require an app to launch first (i.e. must push a 
button), or even require entry of a pin code. The user can set the 
level of security based on his or her own personal comfort level with 
individual applications and use cases. 

NFC represents a paradigm shift in how we live, making 
everyday activities easier and more convenient by building on 
existing systems and human behavior. It will make accessing new 
media and content services more intuitive; make it easier to pay for 
things; easier to discover, synchronize and share information; and 
easier to use transport and other public services. How will NFC ulti-
mately change our lives? In more ways than we can imagine. 

NFC offers user-based control over which application we 

choose to read from or write to, and where or to whom we 

wish to make our presence known. 

Privacy concerns are abated as most NFC trans actions take 

place within the mobile phone users’ reach. NFC offers user-

based control over which application we choose and where or 

to whom we wish to make our presence known.

What makes NFC phones really powerful is the convenience 

of enabling them anywhere, anytime through secure mobile 

connections, to act as our personal credential for an endless 

number of possible mobile applications.

step aside, smart cards - nFc is entering the identiFication arena
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technology to the population but which also addresses the fears 
associated with its introduction. It is a common understanding that 
the protection of personal data and privacy is of major importance. 
Governmental officials have also noticed the situation in the Nether-
lands in the year 2009 where the introduction of the smart grid was 
stopped because of privacy concerns and lacking security measures.

Therefore the BMWi, the ministry for economy and technology, 
has asked the BSI, the federal agency for IT security, to develop  
a security concept for the smart meter gateway. The conceptual  
work for this was started in autumn 2010 and will be finalized by the 
end of 2011. From the beginning there was an intensive discussion 
between the various stakeholders in the industry and the BFDI –  
the federal commissioner for data protection and freedom of  
Information.

Deployment of common criteria

Technically the BSI decided to implement the protection profile 
according to the Common Criteria standard. This standard is inter-
nationally acknowledged and therefore eases the adoption in other 
countries. The protection profile is describing the function of the 
device on an abstract level and is not a detailed device specification. 

This leaves room for differentiation and adoption to various market 
requirements. 

For the device manufacturers the Common Criteria certification 
of their products offers added value to smart grid stakeholders and 
implies that such products will also be attractive in international 
markets. In the past, protection profiles for products developed 
by the BSI for products such as ePassports and smart cards have 
provided the basis of globally accepted certified products which 
have found their way into the hands millions of people.

 The Common Criteria are based on an international framework,  
but certificates are controlled by the state governments. This sends a  
strong message to consumers and the industry. It implies the impor- 
tance of security measures and the related quality of the smart grid 
system. As a result privacy protection and security will not only be  
mandated by laws but actively enforced. This clearly underlines 
the commitment of the German Government to respect civil rights 
without compromises, which could be of benefit to consumers 
across the world.

Smart grid cyber attacks – 
Germany steps up the protection

By Martin Klimke and Chris Shire, Infineon Technologies

To fight global warming and lower dependency on fossil energy resources, smart grids will be deployed. 
Smart grids will transform the power grids into intelligent networks that need a solid security foundation. 
The German government has understood the need for security in this application and has initiated the 
development of a protection profile for the “smart meter gateway” – a communications unit that will be 
installed in German homes in the future as a portal for the domestic meters and devices to the smart grid. 
This protection profile is based on Common Criteria and expected to be released at the end of 20111. 

Common Criteria is internationally accepted and an  

important security benchmark.

 Security threats and security certifications

The Smart Grid will become an integrated network, with network 
nodes using unified protocols and communication stacks. Once a 
critical mass of devices is installed, a Smart Grid will be an attractive 
target for various attackers as diverse as cyber criminals, terrorists 
and even hostile nation states. The main motivations are privacy 
breaches of the personal data within the network, payment fraud, 
and vandalism or cyber attacks such as a “denial of service” attack 
on the delivery of energy across part or all of a smart grid.

A fully operating smart grid will be vital to the overall economy 
of a country and is thus regarded as a critical national infrastruc-
ture requiring assurance of continuity and integrity as much as the 
phone network, or food distribution. In addition, the privacy of 
personal information and behavior adds a further dimension seen 
in few other networks. Therefore, discussions on statutory security  
certification have started. Regulators around the world have 

recognized that it may not be the right approach, as happened in 
the internet, to implement security in a market-driven reactive, 
disjointed, and proprietary approach. In the USA the Energy Inde-
pendance Security Act 2007 via the standards groups NIST has 
defined the specification NIST 7628 for the security of their smart 
grids. The European Union has published the M/490 directive on 
smart grids in conjunction with its M/441 mandate on smart meters 
to outline the security of future solutions. However, the develop-
ment of relevant security profiles will take time, but is an essential 
step in the rollout of smart grids.

Situation in Germany

Up to now the deployment of smart meter technology in Germany 
has been quite small. The German Government has however real-
ized that without regulatory incentives and related laws Germany 
will not be able to fulfill its commitments to the European 20-20-20 
targets2. Therefore the government is working intensively on an 
updated energy bill which, among other measures, enforces the 
deployment of smart meter technology. 

The German Government is aware that law making requires an 
extensive public relations program that explains the benefits of the  

Once a critical mass of devices is installed, the Smart Grid 

will be an attractive target for various attackers.

smart grid cyber attacks – germany steps up the protection
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Technical implementation

Critical in the deployments of smart grids are devices that will be 
deployed in large numbers and will have to remain working for 
perhaps 15 years or more. This is true for the smart meter, the 
smart meter gateway in the home and to a lesser extent for the 
network data concentrators in the smart grid. Maintenance of this 
infrastructure is expensive. A replacement of smart meters due to 
security flaws would be prohibitive in cost and additionally the reac-
tion times would be long, leaving the network subject for attacks for 
some time. This was the motivation for the BSI to start the work 
on those devices with the highest priorities first. It is clear that this 
program can only be a beginning and that also other parts of the 
overall system e.g. the central office need solid security measures.

and associated access rights. Balancing the requirements for a 15 
year lifetime, the difficulty of assuring the security of embedded 
software, and the likely variety of designs has driven the need for 
separate high security functions which would be easier to certify. As 
a result, within the gateway, a security controller called a Security 
Module has been mandated. This device will have a dedicated secu-
rity profile which is currently under development. It is expected 
that it will resemble the requirements that are typically needed 
for a smart card security controller; most noticeably it must have 
measures to protect against physical tampering. 

Security controllers in the smart  
meter gateway

The BSI picked a security controller as an essential component for 
its protection profile because such devices have been proven to 
protect other security critical IT infrastructures like ePassports, PC 
networks and credit cards. 

Additionally, this technology is available today and adoption 
to the smart meter gateway application can be quickly developed. 
Likewise, certified gateways can easily be developed to incorporate 
smart card controllers. Consequently the implementation of the BSI 
protection profile will not delay the introduction of secure smart 
meter network.

Benefits of security controller

In the profile, the BSI assumes a skilled attacker is trying to attack 
the smart meter gateway by attacking the external communication. 
Such an attacker should never get hold of the keys that have been 
distributed in the smart meter network. Therefore the protection of 
keys has priority and the security module has been picked to store 
the keys and execute the critical authentication and signing proce-
dures. Special care therefore must be taken against so-called inside 
attackers stealing keys in large numbers during the manufacturing 
or shipment processes.

Personalization is the process in which secrets (e.g. keys) are 
incorporated in a system. In the case in which security controllers 
are used, this process is done in a security-certified manufacturing 
location. Secrets can then be bound securely into the security 
controller. Security can then be achieved throughout the meter 
production or installation processes. As a result meter supply 
chains can be easier to manage with respect to security. If security 
controllers were not used the smart meter gateway vendor would 
have to perform the personalization within his normal produc-
tion. This process is subject to internal attacks e.g. stealing a large 
number of keys from the personalization system. Without a security 

controller this would lead either to higher risk or much higher secu-
rity costs in device manufacturing. Also manufacturing flexibility is 
restricted because related measures would have to be put in place 
and validated if a new manufacturing site is created or transferred 
to another location.

This cost-driven security reasoning is not particularly new. 
Years before this drove the very cost-focused PC industry to deploy 
the TPM – the trusted platform module. The TPM – like the secu-
rity module – is also a security controller mainly used within PCs. 
Even today the TPM is still a discrete component that was never 
integrated into the PC chipset or was never replaced by a software 
only solution. And presently it looks like this will not happen any 
time soon. 

Additionally the deployment of security controllers offers the 
following advantages:

By separating the security-critical development from the 
metrology-orientated development the risk for security flaws is 
greatly reduced. The cost of building up the respective security-
related skills across the whole the smart meter development team 
is reduced. Furthermore the smart meter application developers 
can concentrate on implementing the functionality of the device 
and have to worry about the security to a much lesser extent. Last 
but not least the security-related quality assurance processes can 
be shortened and so reduce overall costs. It is considered that to 
accredit a smart meter to a high level of security certification would 
be at best uneconomic and possibly technologically impossible. 

The same security profile and therefore the same security hard-
ware solution can be applied to various smart meter gateways that 
are tailored to specific market requirements.Figure 1: Architecture of the German Smart Meter System (Source BSI)
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The BSI assumes a skilled attacker is trying to attack the 

smart meter gateway by attacking the external communication. 

Without a security controller this would lead either to higher risk 

or to much higher security costs in device manufacturing.

A smart meter gateway’s lifetime may easily exceed 15 years. In 
such a timeframe, a vast variety of threats against the integrated 
security controller will emerge. Uncertainties concerning these 
upcoming attacks can be greatly reduced by a security architecture 
that offers some elements of future-proofing. Such a solution was 
firstly introduced and implemented by Infineon with the Integrity 
Guard3. Infineon therefore will provide security controllers for the 
smart meter gateway using this technology.

Summary

Smart Grid security is not just an issue for energy providers who 
wish to protect their investments, or the privacy of the consumer, 
or because governments need to offer a safe society. It is a combi-
nation of all of these issues and more besides. The threats to the 
infrastructure of a country cannot be left to “market forces”, as 
such a reactive approach will at best cost more in the long term 
and at worst may lead to smart grid failures with huge implications 
for consumers and the economy. A protection profile provides a 
benchmark against which designs can be judged. It is important to 
use a security technology which has not only a proven background 
but can provide a root of trust for future developments. Hardware-
based security already protects our everyday lives in many ways and 
can provide a basis to strengthen the integrity of smart grids in the 
future. 

1   BSI: Smart Meter Gateway protection profile: 
https://www.bsi.bund.de/DE/Themen/SmartMeter/smartmeter_node.html

2   European 20-20-20 target: 
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/package/index_en.htm

3   Infineon Integrity Guard: 
http://krowne.wordpress.com/2010/06/15/german-bsi-certifies-infineons-integrity-
guard-security-technology-and-sle78-family-of-security-controllers/

The proposed domestic German smart meter system consists 
of smart meters that are connected to a smart meter gateway 
with the metrology network (MAN). The gateway establishes the 
connection to the outside world – the so called wide area network 
(WAN). In addition there are the controllable logical functions 
(CLS) so that domestic appliances e.g. air conditioners, washing 
machines, electric vehicle charging or solar panels can be remotely 
managed via a separate interface to the gateway using the Home 
Area Network (HAN). The HAN will also transmit to the consumer 
energy consumption data and messaging from the energy provider 
such as payment data via an in-home display. 

To enforce data protection and the obligation to minimize 
centrally stored data, the Gateway becomes the entity that stores 
meter data. The consequence is that the various stakeholders 
who have different access rights will retrieve their data from the 
Gateway. The Gateway therefore must verify that the stakeholders 
are authentic and then process the data according to the access 
rights profile and then sign and encrypt the data. Discussions 
have taken place as to whether software or hardware security can 
provide the sufficient basis for the management of this private data 

smart grid cyber attacks – germany steps up the protection
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According to research company Acuity Market Intelligence, the 
number of electronic National IDs issued annually will grow by 54% 
from 424 million in 2010 to 655 million in 2015. The numbers of 
countries issuing such eIDs will move from 29 to 82 in the same 
time frame.

According to the company, global circulation for all national 
IDs will climb from 2.6 billion in 2010 to 3.2 billion in 2015, while 
the global circulation of eIDs rises from 1.5 to 2.6 billion during 
the same period. These projections and analyses were revealed by 
Acuity Market in London in April 2011 during the Secure Document 
World event.

eID in India

The official start of the project, operated by the Unique Identifica-
tion Authority of India (UIDAI), which will see all 1.2 billion Indian 
residents issued with a UID number, represents a fundamental shift 
in the way the state interacts with its citizens.

Each ID record will include the personal and demographic 
details of the resident and will be associated with their iris and 
fingerprint biometric information. The Congress-led coalition that 
won the country’s general election in 2009 says the aim of the 
single national ID card is to ensure the efficient delivery of public 
services, allow each citizen to identify themselves so they can use 
other services such as bank accounts, and enable the government 
to detect illegal immigrants more easily.

One of the key features of the UID system is ensuring that a  
unique UID number is issued. This is enabled by the use of bio metric 
identifiers which ensure that each resident gets only one UID  

number and that the UID number can be used by one resident 
alone. 

When a resident applies for a UID using their biometric, these 
details have to be compared against the entire UID database using a 
1:N biometric comparison process to ensure that the new applicant 
is unique and has not already been allotted a number – under a 
different name or address, for example. 

For authentication, residents need to provide their UID number 
and biometric. The UID authentication system then pulls up the 
person’s record using the UID number as the key and matches the 
live fingerprint with the stored template. 

To strengthen the authentication level other factors can be 
added such as a static PIN – known and changeable by the resident 
only – much like a 4-digit PIN used with ATM cards. If a person 
is making a high-value banking transaction, they could be asked 
for a biometric plus PIN for authentication. If an even higher level 
of assurance is sought, then a 4-digit dynamic PIN can be gener-
ated by the UID system and sent to the resident’s mobile phone via 
SMS. This dynamic PIN needs to be entered into the authentication 
device in addition to the UID number and fingerprints.

The choice of assurance levels and factors used in authentica-
tion is specified by the registrar or authentication user – typically 

the service delivering agency and not the UID authority. 
India’s is an ambitious project, with 100 million cards expected 

to be issued within the next three years. But with it come huge bene-
fits. For example, successful deployment could reduce corruption 
and plug the leak in social benefit distribution systems for the poor. 
Furthermore, it could allow portability of health insurance and 
pension accounts between employers, essential in a country where 
opportunities and jobs – especially for the poor – are changeable 
and often located outside the home towns or villages. The Aadhaar 
number, therefore, gives Indians their first mobile identification 
credentials, which they can use anywhere in the country, with any 
agency, to prove their identity. And it could help bring masses of 
India’s poor into the formal economy, where they can gain access 
to financial and social services. 

Progress has already been made in aiding the unbanked. At 
the end of 2010, MasterCard Worldwide announced its payment 
solution for the project. This will enable citizens to make payment 
transactions using their UID numbers plus biometric authentica-
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In the border control environment, they boost security and 
improve passenger throughput, giving border authorities the confi-
dence that the person standing in front of them is who he or she 
claims to be. 

Emerging economies see the value of eID credentials in general, 
because they promote economic empowerment, drive democracy 
and aid economic development. They show the rest of the world 
that they are modern, secure and trustworthy states, able to imple-
ment new technologies and standards – and very much open for 
business. Furthermore, secure ID technology that can be used 
cross-border is important as it promotes regional integration and 
stability and makes economic development more likely. 

The UK case

But not every nation is so positive. 
The incumbent (UK) Labour Government supported an ID 

scheme. But the card – and its accompanying database – was never 
widely supported by the UK population. It faced strong opposition 
from pressure groups such as No2ID and the TaxPayers’ Alliance. 
The British press came out against it in force. Allegations were that 
the technology was costly, overcomplicated and unproven, and that 
the project signalled a loss of liberty, and meant lifelong surveil-
lance and the introduction of a meta-database.

The 2010 UK general election, which saw Labour lose power 
to a coalition of Conservative and Liberal Democrats, signalled the 
final nail in the coffin of ID cards. The new government wasted no 
time in consigning the project to history.

One of the problems with the UK scheme was that the govern-
ment never made clear the card’s purpose. Was it an entitlement 
card? Or was it an ID card? Was it to keep out unauthorised immi-
grants? Or was it about promoting inclusion? There was heated 
debate in the lead-up to the rollout, with the chairman of the Bar 
Council going as far as asking: “Is there not a great risk that those 
who feel at the margins of society – the somewhat disaffected – will 
be driven into the arms of extremists?”

82 countries to use electronic  
National IDs by 2015

But while the UK has been reticent in adopting the technology, 
other countries have been far more bullish. Implementations in the 
massive BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India, China) economies, across large 
parts of Europe, in the Gulf and in parts of Latin America and Africa 
provide interesting examples of its potential to affect millions of 
ordinary lives throughout developed and emerging economies.

 A force for good

The case for eID cards and ePassports is quite straightforward  
for most people in the eID industry. In the business world, they  
play a key role in enabling financial services firms and tele- 
coms companies to fulfil Know Your Customer (KYC) regulatory 
requirements and carry out Know Your Employee checks. They 
allow government departments to interact with their citizens  
more effectively, around the clock. 

One of the problems with the UK scheme was that the  

government never made clear the card’s purpose.

The aim of the single national ID card is to ensure the  

efficient delivery of public services, allow each citizen to  

identify themselves so they can use other services.

It could help bring masses of India’s poor into the formal eco- 

nomy, where they can gain access to financial & social services.

There is nothing intrinsically new about using a pass- 
port or some other form of ID document to interact  
with state officials, but the past couple of decades have  
seen a sea-change in what citizens – and governments –  
expect such documents to deliver.

Fast forward to 2011 and digital identity technologies 
such as smart cards and biometrics have come of age,  
with an estimated 90 countries now deploying ePassports  
incorporating these highly secure features.

ID documents have undergone a similar transformation;  
simple paper documents designed for single identifica- 
tion applications have given way to smarter documents –  
or eID cards. These enable governments to implement 
systems and processes that give citizens access to public  
services with the assurance that this is backed by 
robust security. Furthermore, the development of these 
smart documents means a single card can offer a host 
of applications and act as a driving licence, enable the 
user to file their taxes and give them access to state 
benefits.

the shape oF things to come in digital identity
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tion. The scheme is based on the UIDAI platform and MasterCard’s 
payment network and family of brands. It will promote financial 
inclusion by enabling Aadhaar account holders to move away from 
cash and towards electronic transactions. The technology supports 
prepaid, debit and credit payment products. It will enable partici-
pating banks to issue a 16-digit Primary Account Number (PAN) to 
individuals enrolled into Aadhaar.

The impact of the UID scheme on Indian security and identifica-
tion has been massive, according to research from Frost & Sullivan. 
In its Indian Biometric Market report (2010), the firm found that 
biometrics are increasingly gaining traction in various government 
and non-government applications such as driving licences, ePass-
ports and land records, as well as time and attendance. It also said 
biometrics are gradually gaining ground at the expense of conven-
tional methods of identification and security monitoring such as 
physical checks, photo IDs, tokens and passwords. 

The Facebook factor

But while the industry is busy devising standards that enable ID 
technology to be rolled out and scaled up, the digital world is also 
evolving. Social media has swept across the online world – and 
Facebook has become a central part of many people’s lives, influ-
encing their daily actions and encouraging them to share their 
experiences with members of their network and the wider digital 
world. Google has also taken the online world by storm, extending 
its offerings from basic search functions to maps, news, pictures, 
email and beyond. 

Inevitably, there is much discussion about how the likes of 
Google and Facebook can encroach further into our day-to-day 
lives. The sheer amount of data that such sites capture on all of us 
could make them even more useful – or they could threaten a real 
invasion of privacy. Mr Schmidt, CEO of Google, believes that most 
people don’t want Google to answer their questions. They want it 
to tell them what they should be doing next. As he puts it: because 
Google would know “roughly who you are, roughly what you care 
about, roughly who your friends are, it could remind users what 
groceries they needed to buy when passing a shop”.

Mr Schmidt has also said that the availability of information 
increases convenience and enables society to combat anti-social 
and criminal behaviour more effectively. But to address issues such 
as identity theft requires true transparency and no anonymity.  

“In a world of asynchronous threats,” he says, “it is too dangerous 
for there not to be some way to identify you. We need a name service 
for people. Governments will demand it.”

Mr Schmidt’s comments about true transparency and no 
anonymity are interesting. But people still want to maintain their 
privacy. ID credentials have the power to provide partial anonymity, 
giving citizens a reasonable level of privacy. And eID delivered by 
the state can bring this type of anonymity. For example, a creden-
tial that allows an individual to provide personal data on a ‘need 
to know’ basis – such as an eID card that allows an individual to 
access age-restricted services without providing lots of additional 
information – is a powerful tool.

Digital security is an issue that the whole digital sector is grap-
pling with. According to a 2010 report from the US Department of 
Justice, it takes 130 person-hours to rebuild a digital identity after 
it has been compromised.

The national strategy for trusted  
identities in cyberspace

Work is taking place in this area. In the US, for example, the National 
Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace has been established 
to create options for online security and privacy. It recognises that 
individuals face increasing complexity and inconvenience associ-
ated with managing the large number of user accounts, passwords, 
and other identity credentials required to conduct services online 
with disparate organisations.

The strategy does not advocate the establishment of a national 
identification card. Instead, it seeks to create an ecosystem of 
interoperable identity service providers and relying parties where 
individuals have the choice of different credentials or a single 
credential for different types of online transactions. It believes indi-
viduals should be able to choose to obtain identity credentials either 
from public or private sector identity providers, and able to use 
them for transactions requiring different levels of assurance across 
different sectors, such as health care, financial and social transac-
tions. It states that many existing infrastructure components in use 
today, such as mobile phones, smart cards and PCs should be used 
to facilitate ease of use, accessibility and availability. 

Bonuses of eID

What has become clear is that a password is simply not secure 
enough in the online world. Consumers now need to remember too 
many passwords and PINs, and if the password is complex – and 
therefore difficult to guess – there is a strong likelihood that they 
will keep a record of it, thereby making it much less secure. As a 
result, two-factor authentication is becoming more popular. Many 
retail banks now give their online customers a one-off password 
device to enable them to make secure transactions. And of course, a 
combination of a smart card and biometric such as an eID card has 
the bonus of ensuring security and privacy requirements are met 
while maintaining trust in a system. There are real opportunities 
for governments to get involved. 
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